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Homepage

1. 'Suffragette' © 2015 Pathe Productions Limited. All Rights Reserved
2. 'Casablanca' courtesy of Warner Bros.

Part 1: Cinema Paradiso

1909 – Street view including Picture House cinema – public domain
1915 – 'Birth of a Nation' courtesy of Cohen Media
1915 – 'Image of Charlie Chaplin and 'The Tramp' poster – public domain
1929 – 'Blackmail' poster courtesy of Studiocanal Ltd.
1942 – 'In Which We Serve' image and trailer courtesy of ITV
1943 – 'Casablanca' image and trailer courtesy of Warner Bros.
1949 – ‘The 3rd Man’ image and trailer courtesy of Studiocanal Ltd.
1951- ‘The Lavender Hill Mob’ image and trailer courtesy of Studiocanal Ltd.
1956 – ‘Rock Around the Clock’ image and film poster courtesy of Sony Pictures Entertainment
1959 – ‘North by North West’ image and trailer courtesy of Warner Bros.
1962 – ‘Dr. No’ image and trailer courtesy of Eon Productions
1970’s – ‘The Godfather’ image and trailer courtesy of Paramount Pictures
1975 – ‘Jaws’ image and trailer courtesy of Universal Pictures
1977 – ‘Star Wars’ image and trailer courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
1999 – ‘Run Lola Run’ image and trailer courtesy of Sony Classic Pictures

Part 2: Back to the future

Who?

'Trumbo' poster courtesy of Entertainment One
'The Danish Girl' poster courtesy of Universal Pictures
'Brooklyn' poster courtesy of Lionsgate
'In the Heart of the Sea' poster courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
'Mr Holmes' poster courtesy of Entertainment One
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How?

Prints and Advertising
‘Dad’s Army’ poster courtesy of Universal
‘Snoopy & Charlie Brown Movie’ poster courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
‘Victor Frankenstein’ poster courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox

Poster Analysis
‘Star Wars - The Force Awakens’ poster courtesy of The Walt Disney Studios

Types of Trailers
‘Mr Holmes’ teaser trailer, full trailer and TV spot courtesy of Entertainment One

Trailer Analysis
Trailer 1 – ‘Pride and Prejudice and Zombies’ courtesy of Lionsgate
Trailer 2 – ‘Snoopy and Charlie Brown – the Peanuts Movie’ courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
Trailer 3 – ‘In the Heart of the Sea’ courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
Trailer 4 – ‘The 33’ courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures

The Trailer Maker
‘Suffragette’ trailer courtesy of Pathe UK ©2015 Pathe Productions Limited. All Rights Reserved

Filmed Interviews
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